
WRITING A CAREER OBJECTIVE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Administrative Assistant resumes need strong objectives written. In writing the Administrative Assistant's resume, the
very first section, which is the objective.

What to write in an objective statement? As a result, the objective statement must clearly specify core
competencies, areas of expertise, and speak high about the remarkable accomplishments. Include your email
address, phone number, and location in the header of your resume. A challenging job position in personnel
administrative assistant or office management obtaining an extremely efficient communicator with office
skills, managerial capabilities and status for solving problems. A proactive problem-solver who gets the job
done. Doing this would interest any employer to meet you at the interview stage. Your summary is where you
highlight your skills and how they can bring value to the employer. Do that and you'll be head and shoulders
above the other applicants. Possess exceptional ability to understand paragraphs in official documents and
good problem-solving skills. Check out our writing a resume summary guide , if you want more help with this
part. They work in a variety of settings from educational institutes to law firms and multinational
organizations. Entry Level: A self driven and devoted Business Administration graduate seeking an
Administrative Assistant position in the Advertising industry, where I can leverage my education and acquire
new skills. Remember all of the hours you spent sweating over thesis statements? Desiring a position with
ABC Company as an administrative assistant with five years of experience and professional certification. A
great Administrative Assistant is a little like a Swiss Army Knife; able to solve a range of problems with the
right tool in the right moment. Looking for the position of Administrative Assistant in the healthcare sector
where two years of experience in executing administrative tasks in hospitals will be employed to effectively
support management staff so that they can concentrate on their major responsibilities. The best way to write
this section is to split it into three parts â€” In the first part, write about the strongest attributes you possess, in
the second, mention the targeted role, and in the last, how the experience makes you a suitable candidate for
the position. Professional with competencies like good time-management and organizational skills, computer
skills, financial researching skills. Create and maintain hardcopy and filing system. Arrange and manage
business meetings and conference. Prospective employers want to know that you have the right attributes that
contribute to your on-the-job success. It should be detailed with specific industry information so employers
and recruiters are able to relate with you directly and want to talk to you in person otherwise known as an
interview. Is your Career Objective up to par? Administrative Assistant Job Descriptions Full list of
administrative assistant duties relevant to different working environments. Useful Resume Pages. Looking an
Administrative Assistant position with a company that will permit me to fully use my organization, problem
solving and communication skills. This statement should be expanded to a job-focused description of what
you offer the employer.


